
Wish or reality?
We need an international yoga organisation that sticks, that yog's, that reaches the millions
Every day (or almost), the co-founder of this site repeats the following bellow showing so that for the future of
mankind peace an harmony installs in every heart.
'Yes' to peace, 'Yes" to harmony and 'Yes' to working together so that the true meaning of Yoga emerges to make
human beings kind and compassionate.



Please, if your aspire to a better world, do not search anymore where you can dedicate your wellness
thoughts and actions, I emplore to continue your mission to sahre the yoga knowledge and remember there
are students out there who are seaching for you. Yet, if you keep bouncing back and forth here and there,
they will not find you. They need you. Please be a participant and make the Yoga word meaning what it is
meant for: union, yoke, so that we can work together to make this world shine. Please comfort the victims
so that we can all shine under the same sun in peace and harmony... everywhere.

Then the meditation went again to add this personal note
Copy/Paste


I have dedicated more than ten years of my life to using information technology to bring humans from
different segments of society together. My goal: to help people bridge the gap between the physical and
the virtual in order to reach new heights, and to communicate better with each other. Today, it is obvious
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that the world has changed and that we will not go back any time soon. The big corporations see this and
communicate it to us. So that we, sometimes isolated, observe and become actors in this global
phenomenon. We can't achieve something new if we aren't willing to do something we've never done
before...and that translates into reaching out to others. Discovering that it is possible to bridge the virtual
and the physical and using this new method of thinking is a game changer. Emerging countries have
understood this. Communications between us weren't this smooth before. For example, think about how
today you buy groceries, shop for furniture, use public transportation, or look for a job.

The technologists who, in a given ecosystem, used these communication methods at the very beginning of
the age of computerization were able to capture most of the digital capital.

Just like me, you have noticed that it is very difficult for a second runner to get pole position. This is true
on both the physical and virtual sides. The last are no longer the first. It’s a sad observation and it hurts.
From now on, every time a weaker person tries to cross the bridge from the physical to the virtual, we
experience the same pain unless we extend our hand and work together... in the same direction.

Constitutionà
I want to be taken seriously
I need to live a 360 degree yoga experience. Not saying one thing and doing something else

In September 2023, the co-creator Daniel from Yoga Partout was offered to join the European Union of Yoga
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Organizations. !!Here is the European Union of Yoga constitution
If you don't see the charter, download it here

https://satoshi.yoga/extlinks/ftp/branding/nonprofit/Constitution.pdf


1.
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3.

4.
5.
6.

The European Union of Yoga Organizations

member of International Yoga Federation and International Yoga Sports 
Federation

Founded in 1997 under the name of the European Yoga Commission, during the 
European Yoga Congress and International Yoga Congress of the International 
Yoga Federation in Genoa, Italy. Currently, with new statutes, it has become the 
European Union of Yoga Organizations, the largest confederation of 
federations, associations, unions and yoga centers in Europe.
The highest body of the European Union of Yoga Organizations is its general 
assembly that brings together the delegates of the member associations once 
a year to make the resolutions of the institution.
The General Assembly elects an Executive Committee or Executive Board that 
administers the European Union of Yoga Organizations.
The Governing Body, made up of delegates designated by the member 
associations, has the function of coordinating the directors of the UEYO in each 
country and the yoga events.
The Governing Body coordinates and interacts with the European Commission 
for Yoga Education, European Commission for Traditional Yoga, European 
Commission for Modern Yoga, European Commission for Professional Yoga, 
European Commission for the Regulation of the Yoga Teacher Profession, 
European Commission for Yoga Therapy, Commission European Council of 
Sports Yoga, and the European Yoga Council that brings together the Grand 
Masters of Yoga and the main Grand Masters of the different lineages, 
traditions, specialties and styles of yoga.

The European Union of Yoga Organizations  is full member of International Yoga 
Federation ® and International Yoga Sports Federation ®

The European Union of Yoga Organizations has full and complete member 
institutions, adherent member institutions, honorary member institutions, as 
well as centers that can be registered, accredited, recognized or associates.

Members of European Union of Yoga Organizations

Liste des organisations membres:

Francophone Yoga Federation
Spanish Integral Yoga Alliance - Alianza Española de Yoga Integral
Spanish Professional Yoga Alliance - Alianza Española de Yoga 
Profesional
Yoga Federation of Macedonia
Yoga Integral Association of Portugal
Asociacion Portuguesa de Yogaterapia Integrativa
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German Yoga Association  
Israeli Yoga Association 
Raja Yoga Fed. of Holland - Stichting Raja Yoga Nederland
SYN - Samenwerkende Yogadocenten Nederland
Association Scientifique, Traditional Yoga  Motivational, La Reunion - 
France
National Yoga Association of India
Yoga Alliance International (France - Europe)
Union Francaise de Yoga 
Association Ecole Internationale de Yoga of France
Association Yoga du Monde of France
Sadhana Life Center of France
Association Mandala OM de France
Yoga Centre Oum ru of Russia
Yoga Association of Greece
Yoga Arts Centre Association of Greece
European Yoga Alliance - Alianza Europea de Yoga 
International Yoga Institute 
Trinkel Yoga Centre - Bulgaria
Scorpion Yoga Centre - Bulgaria
SK-AMRITA YOGA of Bulgaria
Ecole Yogakshemam France
YSR YOGA La Rochelle France
Ecole Internationale Shiatsu Yoga Mediteranneo
Mandala Yoga Studio of Greece
Raja Yoga Institute of Holland
Arhanta Yoga Ashram de Nederland en de Benelux
Het Raja Yoga Instiuut Midden - Nederland
Samyama Nederland
Academie Raja Yoga Nederland
Yoga Dinesh of Russia
Yoga Association Centro Yoga Sacchi of Italy
Jiva Yoga Association of Italy
Yoga Mostoles - Centro de Yoga Om Ganesha
Vasudeva Yoga Association of Spain
Yoga Centar Subotica - Serbia
Sombor Yoga Centre - Serbia
Kala Yoga Israel 
Yoga Samvit School of Germany
Das YogaHaus Samvit de Alemania
Tao Center Escuela de Yoga España
Escuela Tradicional de Yoga Jivadaya de España
Indra Yoga Mindfulness de España
Escuela Internacional de Yoga Srl of Argentina
Mediterranean Yoga - Aurum Solis
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Sivananda World Peace Foundation of South Africa
Ordre Kabbaliste Rose-Croix
Yoga School of Portugal Association
Yoga Alliance International - Alianza International de Yoga SRL
Sociedad Internacional de Yoga
International Yoga Association of Ukraine
Ishwara Yoga Centre of Ukraine
Yoga Association of Oreiras - Portugal 
Centre Yoga & Terre Happy of France
Centro Yoga R9ma Est. Sole e Mezzanotte of Italy
Scuola Yoga Eleonora Medici -Lakshmi Hourse of Italy
Yoga School of Belgrade, Serbia

Liste of Individual membres:
 Natalia Velazquez, 
Eugenia Paola Salas
Beatriz Katchi
Franca Sacchi
Nilamegame
 Fernando Estevez-Griego

The Executive Board and the Executive Office of European Union of Yoga 
Organizations



Regional Headquarters of European Union of Yoga Organizations in the World



The Governing Council

The General Assembly.
Each Member Yoga Organization of the European Union of Yoga Organizations 
must be represented by a delegate at the annual General Assembly.
To make resolutions, 50% of the affiliated institutions must be present





European Yoga Conferences - Euroyoga 

1997 Genoa, ITALY
2000 Genoa, Italy
2003 Santa Maria, PORTUGAL
2004 Madrid, SPAIN
2005 Milan, ITALY
2006 Lisbon, PORTUGAL
2007 Copenhagen, DENAMARK
2008 Lisbon, PORTUGAL
2009 Rome, ITALY
2009 Lisbon PORTUGAL
2010 Lisbon, PORTUGAL
2011 Sofia, BULGARIA
2012 Moscow, RUSSIA 
2013 Paris, FRANCE 
2014 Lyon, FRANCE 
2015 Madeira, PORTUGAL 



2016 Mafra, PORTUGAL
2017 Mafra, Portugal
2018 Sofia, Bulgaria
2019 Kolašin, Montenegro
2020 Europe Online
2021 Europe Online
2022 Malaga, Spain
2023 Oporto, Portugal

Profesional Degrees of Yoga

Teachers Training and Masters Yoga Traing Courses:
7 systems:
International Yoga Federation - European Union of Yoga Organizations

1. Teaching Cycle
The European system has a duration of 3 years with 9 month teaching cycles, 
and a minimum training program. This training program was based on the 
National Yoga Associations, mostly European, and was created and led by 



trainers who were not yoga teachers. 

2. Gurukula
In India, the training system is the traditional gurukula system, which takes 
place in the Ashram (spiritual community), courses of a duration that can vary 
between one month and 12 years. In this tradition it is not so important the 
program, the fundamental thing is that the course is given by a real Master with 
experience, who dominates the samadhi and the techniques. 
The supporters of this system. They argued that most of the programs were 
limited to the training of teachers of yoga techniques, but they did not train 
yogis, much less yoga teachers. The real institution in yoga is not the National 
Associations, but the Masters and Lineages.

3. American System
The Americans, on the other hand, put together an American system, which is 
neither Gurukula nor European, which is based on hours and standards. The 
person obtained a degree, or a specialization according to the amount of hours 
taken.

4. Mixed
A fourth methodology was based on 12 training modules that have theoretical, 
technical and practical parts with spiritual practices. 

5. Continuing education
Created in the USA, based on credits or points generated by events, seminars, 
retreats, congresses, etc.

6. Immersion Training
Subsequently, a sixth modality of immersion training appeared, consisting of 
short intensive periods of approximately two weeks.  

7. On Going
This training modality, currently called "on going", is based on the shared time 
(several years) of the disciple with his or her Yoga Master, until the latter 
considers that the person has mastered Yoga and has become a true Yoga 
Master.



The Yoga and Buddhism coming to Europe circa 326 a. C with the folk of 
Alexander the Great, son of God (Zeus -Amon) from the Achilles lineage. Greek 
in Indostan was buddhist. The Greco-Bactrians were known for their high level 
of Hellenistic sophistication and kept regular contact with both the 
Mediterranean and neighbouring India. Indo-Greek kingdom appeared circa 
190 BCE. Greek culture. Greek culture reached Ariana and the Hindustan long 
before India existed. Their Yoga was known as Yavana Yoga, and the Greeks 
strongly developed Buddhism, creating the foundations of Buddhism, 
Mahayana and Tandtrayana differentiated from the original Buddhism. In Ariana 
(Pakistan and Afghanistan) in Kashmir, North India, Tibet, Ubekistan, and 
Tauiskitan, the Greeks introduced human postures, which India had never 
practiced, developing the asanas within Buddhism. And developing the Greek 
Gymnasiums as true ahsrams and viharas where postures, sports, philosophy 
and spirituality were practiced. The concept of the spirituality of asanas is 
Greek. And the concept that sports is spiritual is Greek. The Greeks taught 
Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, epics on which the Mahabharata were based, 
including the Bhagavad Gita and the Ramayana, which were written in the Greek 
kingdoms of Bactria and Hindustan. The Gita is based on the life of Alexander 
the Great and Achilles and on the Greek idea of what we know as karma yoga. 
We can affirm that modern Hinduism is nothing more than the democratic 



development of ancient Hellenism or the ancient religion of the Greeks that was 
always tolerant and coexisted with other religions or philosophies such as 
Jainism or Buddhism. The Buddhism of the Greeks was nothing more than a 
true primordial yoga, which coexisted with the Sanmkhya and from which 
Patanjali was later nourished. Yoga before Alexander the Great, who was an 
extraordinary philosopher, a disciple of Aristotle, and after Alexander, 
developed in Europe under other names. The tradition of ancient and modern 
yoga postures are a purely European tradition that was transmitted by the 
Americans on their continent. In Europe, Yoga was transformed at the end of 
the 19th century, and in the 20th century, European yoga was born as a 
different yoga from India, since in Europe as in America a Yoga that was 
psychophysical and spiritual was proposed. Yoga was an idea in European 
cultures long before European bodies practised anything called yoga. Indian 
philosophical ideas and ascetic practices were known to the ancient Greeks, 
whose imperial influence stretched into what is now northwest India (ca. 300 
BCE). Currently, the yoga organizations of Europe have a meeting point in the 
European Union of Yoga Organizations, where all forms of Yoga from ancient 
times and modernity coexist, without one imposing on the other, without 
anyone being able to say this is yoga and this is not yoga, because there is no 
inquisitive vision. Yoga in Europe is professional, and it has such a secular 
vision that it makes it impossible for it to be religious, especially Hindu because 
it is professional. But it is equally accepted in the European Union of Yoga 
Organizations, all forms of yoga, and all methods and styles. Regardless of its 
origin. The European Union of Yoga Organizations defends the freedom, 
equality and fraternity of its members and has not a unique training program.

The European Union of Yoga Organizations does not accept any authority, 
interference, directive, control, guide or imposition of the yoga organizations of 
India, much less its government, being an institution that is not influenced by 
political parties. On the other hand, the European Union of Yoga Organizations 
does not believe that Yoga was born in India, because historical documents 
affirm otherwise. This Europeanist vision is what makes the European Union of 
Yoga Organizations an independent institution not only from the institutions 
and gurus of India (Indian Yoga Association) but also from the Yoga Alliance of 
the United States and European Yoga Union at Europe. 

European Union of Yoga Organizations have official relationship and And mutual 
recognition with the International Yoga Federation, World Yoga Council of IYF, 
International Yoga Therapy Association, Asian Yoga Federation, Yoga 
Federation of Asia, South American Yoga Federation, Francophone Yoga 
Federation, Latin American Yoga Union, Yoga Federation of America, 
International Yoga Sports Federation ®, OUM.ru Yoga Organization of the 
Commonwealth of Independent States, Yoga Alliance International (Europe and 
America), International Yoga Association, Federation of India and National Yoga 
Association of India.
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copy paste to get the charter of the European Yoga Union


https://satoshi.yoga/extlinks/ftp/branding/nonprofit/Constitution.pdf

After the invite
In August, a conversation with the past president Swami Matraiyananda was made. Then, Daniel, your
humble co-creator, got in the WhatsApp group with a txt msg giving him access to the European Registry.
Daniel did not think much until he got time to review the info and concluted it was legitimate. Yet, one step
further was needed. His communication to Matreyananda was something like this:



Hello, namaste Swami Matreyananda,
This is Daniel getting back to you in regards to your invite.
First, let me thank you for the invite that I immediately accepted. It helps me making sense about my
yoga which is slowly going toward making interviews in English. This opens a whole new portal of
possibilities for me as I just co-founded a non-profit organisation of my onw, named YogaPartout-
Satoshi.Yoga. It opens up the possibility to have you on my podcast as I would like to interview you
and the new president. The world of yoga needs to know about the massive contribution you made to
the promotion of health and welfare. You visited so many countries, meeting so many yoga centers, in
English, in Spanish, in French and many other languages and cultures. Please make sure to add my
name to your official registry as I would like to invite you to become a member of this non profit I
launched in may 2023 and we need to interconnect as many yoga spaces/centers as we can. I have the
perfect technology to bring up to the general public these yoga spaces you maintain which, incidently,
need the integration that many including myself observed. Would you be willing to recommend me
someone who is willing to represent the European Union of Yoga Organisations? Their is a wallet
implication involed as you could expect, the work to unify your web spaces into one harmonious and
homogeneous entity is a massive endeavour and I know I can do it.

Here is my whatapp QR code to reach me to further discuss how we can all benefit the integration I
propose.

Are you the person to whom I should address myself?

In french


Bonjour, Namaste Swami Matreyananda,
C'est Daniel qui vous répond au sujet de votre invitation.



Tout d’abord, permettez-moi de vous remercier pour l’invitation que j’ai immédiatement acceptée.
Cela m'aide à « donner du sens » à mon yoga qui s'oriente petit à petit vers la réalisation d'interviews
en anglais. Cela m'ouvre un tout nouveau portail de possibilités puisque je viens de co-fonder une de
mes organisations à but non lucratif, nommée YogaPartout-Satoshi.Yoga. Cela ouvre la possibilité de
vous avoir sur mon podcast car j'aimerais vous interviewer ainsi que le nouveau président. Le monde
du yoga a besoin de connaître votre contribution massive à la promotion de la santé et du bien-être.
Vous avez visité tant de pays, rencontré tant de centres de yoga, en anglais, en espagnol, en français
et dans bien d'autres langues et cultures. Assurez-vous d'ajouter mon nom à votre registre officiel car
je voudrais vous inviter à devenir membre de cette organisation à but non lucratif que j'ai lancée en
mai 2023 et nous devons interconnecter autant d'espaces/centres de yoga que possible. Je dispose de
la technologie parfaite pour faire connaître au grand public ces espaces de yoga que vous entretenez
et qui, d'ailleurs, ont besoin de l'intégration que beaucoup, moi y compris, ont constatée. Seriez-vous
prêt à me recommander quelqu'un disposé à représenter l'Union européenne des organisations de
yoga ? Comme on peut s'y attendre, le travail pour unifier vos espaces Web en une entité harmonieuse
et homogène est un effort colossal et je sais que je peux le faire.

Voici mon code QR Whatapp pour me contacter afin de discuter davantage de la manière dont nous
pouvons tous bénéficier de l'intégration que je propose.

Êtes-vous la personne à qui je dois m'adresser ?

In Italian


Ciao, namaste Swami Matreyananda,
Sono Daniel che ti risponde riguardo al tuo invito.
Innanzitutto vorrei ringraziarvi per l'invito che ho subito accettato. Mi aiuta a "dare un senso" al mio
yoga che sta lentamente andando verso la realizzazione di interviste in inglese. Questo apre per me un
portale di possibilità completamente nuovo poiché ho appena co-fondato una mia organizzazione no-
profit, chiamata YogaPartout-Satoshi.Yoga. Si apre la possibilità di averti nel mio podcast perché
vorrei intervistare te e il nuovo presidente. Il mondo dello yoga ha bisogno di conoscere l’enorme
contributo che hai dato alla promozione della salute e del benessere. Hai visitato tanti paesi,
incontrato tanti centri yoga, in inglese, in spagnolo, in francese e tante altre lingue e culture.
Assicurati di aggiungere il mio nome al tuo registro ufficiale poiché vorrei invitarti a diventare un
membro di questa organizzazione no profit che ho lanciato nel maggio 2023 e dobbiamo
interconnettere quanti più spazi/centri yoga possibile. Ho la tecnologia perfetta per portare al grande
pubblico questi spazi yoga che mantieni e che, per inciso, necessitano dell'integrazione che molti, me
compreso, hanno osservato. Saresti disposto a consigliarmi qualcuno disposto a rappresentare
l'Unione Europea delle Organizzazioni Yoga? La loro è un'implicazione del portafoglio coinvolta come
ci si potrebbe aspettare, il lavoro per unificare i vostri spazi web in un'entità armoniosa e omogenea è
uno sforzo enorme e so di poterlo fare.

Ecco il mio codice QR whatapp per contattarmi per discutere ulteriormente come possiamo tutti trarre
vantaggio dall'integrazione che propongo.



Sei tu la persona a cui dovrei rivolgermi?

Please reply
Than, after receiving a quick answer saying that he did not accept to come to my microphone, there was a
"radio silence".

Here is for you to tell me when your available
Tell me your prefered date and time here bellow



An action like Michaealangelo chapel sixteen portrait
speaks for itself is sent

Calling all members or anyone who may know a little more about the European Union of Yoga
Organisations, please contact us. Here is Daniel's : WhatsApp QR code
You are therefore invited to speak up, say what you have to say, what is needed to express with love and
compassion. Write for an invite
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